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Panoramic Berlin Sightseeing Tour
Duration: 3

6 hours - sites of personal interest can be added or omitted

extension possible

This tour includes sightseeing of both, new and old architecture in the inner city areas.
There will be many possibilities for snapshots and short walks.
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gedächtniskirche Emperor William Memorial Church
Kurfürstendamm famous bustling shopping street in former West - Berlin
Botschaften in der Tiergarten Straße embassies in Tiergarten Street
Kultur Forum cultural area with Philharmonic Concert Hall, State Library and Museums
Potsdamer Platz one of Berlins new centres with an outstanding modern architecture
Sony Centre a modern architecture highlight with offices, living and entertainment (short stop possible)
Daimler-Chrysler-City - another modern quarter where there was only a no man s land during cold war
Original remnants of the Berlin Wall
Checkpoint Charlie the famous border crossing in Berlins centre (short stop possible)
Friedrichstrasse newly formed shopping street in former East-Berlin
Gendarmenmarkt a baroque gem with French and German domes (short stop possible)
Konzerthaus Berlin one of Berlins oldest concert halls
Schlossplatz site of the original palace from the earlier German Emperors
Alexander Platz central meeting point today as it was in East-Germany with the famous TV-Tower
Berlin Cathedral former Germanys main protestant Cathedral
Museumsinsel an island in the middle of Berlin - full of splendid and unique museums
Unter den Linden Under the Lime Trees, one of the famous big city Boulevards of Europe with the Armoury,
Guard House, State Opera, oldest of Berlins Universities, Statue of Frederic the Great (short stop possible)
Holocaust Mahnmal Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe (short stop possible)
Brandenburger Tor an earlier gateway to the city, a Berlin landmark (short stop possible)
Pariser Platz Historic square in front of Brandenburg Gate
Reichstagsgebäude the former Emperors Parliament, today Germanys new Parliament
Regierungsviertel new Governmental District (short stop possible)
Neuer Hauptbahnhof modern architecture for the new Berlin main interchange
Alte Kongresshalle congress hall built for the 1957 international Architecture Exhibition
Bellevue Palace official site of the German President
Victory Column memorial to the triumph in the Prussian French War from 1870
Tiergarten Parc Berlins biggest central park
Nordische Botschaften Scandinavien Embassies
Berliner Zoo - the oldest Zoo in Germany
Additional Sights on request:
Olympia Stadion National Socialist Architecture built fort he 1936 Olympic Games
Funkturm, Messegelände mit ICC Radio Tower from 1924 on the Berlin Exhibition Arena
Schloss Charlottenburg Baroque palace, the kings summer residence (short stop possible)
Fischerinsel und Historischer Hafen Fishermen Island, the Oldest part of Berlin
East - Side Gallery the open air gallery and longest genuine piece of the Berlin Wall
Oberbaum Brücke oldest train bridge joining now West and East
Russisches Mahnmal Treptow Memorial in Russian style to WWII soldiers (short stop possible)
Karl-Marx-Allee large boulevard built in Stalinist style
Prenzlauer Berg and Kollwitzplatz the new trendy quarter of Berlin for the retro-chic and new bohemians
Spandauer Vorstadt one of the oldest districts and former Jewish quarter of Berlin
Die Hackeschen Höfe new touristic hub brimming with restaurants, shops and bars (short stop possible)
Neue Synagoge 1866 Synagoge built in Oriental-Moorish style
Kreuzberg the young and multi-cultural district of former West-Berlin
Flughafen Tempelhof City Airport famous for its history of the Air-Lift during Cold War (short stop possible)

Depending on duration and place of departure, the route may vary.
Please be aware that due to traffic conditions and streets closed due to reasons beyond our control, some places
of interest may not be available. We will try to replace them with an alternative.

Naturally your tour can be adapted and extended to suit your personal interests.

